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Chemistry. - ., On the melting _of binary soUd mixtures by cooling". 
By Prof. H. W. BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM. 

(Communicated h the meeting of March 29, 1902). 

Tha phenomena which may occur when mixtures pass from one 
state of aggregation into another are as a rule of a much more 
complex nature tban those which take place with a single substance. 
For tbis reason a numhE'r of cases have been discovered in which 
the succession of the states of .tggregation is wholly or partially reversed. 

The earliest known instanee is met with in tbe phenomenon of 
retrograde condensation, where a binary liquid is first formed from 
vapour by increase of pressure at a constant temperature and then 
passes again into vapour. 

A. similar reversion occurs with ternary liquid-mixtures when 
these on evaporation Brst deposit asolid substance and then redissolve 
the same. 1) 

We mayalso consider in this light my recent communications on 
saline solutions with two boiling points. 2) Here, the possibiJity of 
a solution commencing to boil by cooling was shown to exist. 

I will now mention a case where a binary mixture Brst solidifies 
on cooling but thell again partly Jiquefies by further cooling. 

Tbe possibility of sucb a phenomenon first occurred to me during 
my theoretical study of the changes of binary solid mixtures. 8) 

Among the large number of types which I then distinguished 
were found a few instanees (l.c. fig. 15 and 20) where mixed 
crystals, on cooling, undergo a transformation and break up into 
anotber solid phase and liquid. For want of some detailed example 
of transformation of mixed crystals, I did not further investigate 
these special cases although it seemed to me that one of these 
might possibly be found during the study of the so-called liquid 
crystals. A. case where mixed crystaJs occurred in the liquid crystalline 
condition had been investigated shortly before by SOHENCK wbo had 
found such a mixing between azoxyanisol and benzophenone. My 
surmise has now been completely confirmed and Mr. DE KOOK wbo 
is engagE'd with a dissertation on this subject bas had the good 
fortune to meet with a very striking example in mixtures of 
azoxyanisol and hydroq uinone. 

1) SOHREINEM'AKERS, Zeit. pllYs. Chem. 10.467 nnd MaRR ibid 27.214. A good 
mnny allied exnmples nre found in binary and ternnry systems with two 0)' tIme 
liquid-layers. 

2) Hep. Meeting 28 Deo. 1901. 
3) Zeits. pIIYs. Uhem. 30. 418 (1899). 
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In the above figure AB represents the proportions of azoxyanisol 
(A) and hydroquinone (B) j the vertieal axis represents the tempe
rature. Substanee B has ::\. melting point at D : 169°. Substanee A, 
however, whieh is solid below E (eondition A2) passes above E = 114" 
into the eondition of liquid erystals Al which may be reeognised by 
the eye as an apparently turbid liqUld whieh passes at 0 = 1350 

inta an isotropie c1ear yellow liquid. 
If the liquid crystals are really looked up on as cl'ystals for which 

there are sound reasons, then 0 is the melting point and E a transi· 
tion point from Al into A2• 

In the liquid condition A and Bare eompletely miscible above 
() and D. Below these temperatures, the mixing-limits for the diffe
rent concentrations are OH, HK and KD. 

On the line DK commences the separatioll of B, on BK of solid 
A 2 (K = 106° anà 25 mol. %), but on tbe line CH liquid mixed 
crystals are deposited. Consequently, to OH a second line CG must 
be added which shows the composition of the adjoining liquid mixed 
crystals. This line is the key to the important pllenarnenon which I 
have in view. The formation of the liquid mix:ed crystals takes place 
regularly on cooling any liquid-mixtUle below OH and is completed 
below CG. The clear liquid has then completely disappeared and has 
made room for the liquid crystals. 
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The region in which these mixtures exist does not ho,vever e~dend 
below the line EG. For in E the transformation takE's place of 
pure azoxyanisol from Al to Az. In the mixed cryRtals this tempe
rature is lowered in an increasing degree with thc concentration of 
hydroquinone; this causes the fall of the line EG. From the liquid 
mixed crystals, azoxyanisol is separated in the ordinary solid con
ditIOn Az by cooling below EG ; the remaining mixed crystals succes
sively move towards the point G. This, however, is the Iowest point 
of the triangie eEG within which mixed crystals are possible. 

At this temperature, 111.6°, they already exist in presence ofsolid 
A2 and can also E'xist in presence of the liquid H. As below the line 
FGa, solid Ag can only exist with liquids BK, the mixed crystal 
G must, on further cooling, be transformed into solid A 2 and liquid 
R; this indeed hltppens. The phenomenon is the most striking if one 
starts from a concentration corresponding with G. 'lhe formation of 
liquid mixed crystals then takes place from 9 to G and on further 
cooling the transformation: liquid crystal G ~ solid P + liquid H 
immediately takes place. Thc liq md again appears, not however G 
but H, therefore of modified concentration and also in a more limitcd 
degree because some solid A 2 is df'posited at the same time. 

'fhe relation of liquid to sohd is as FG: GH and as G and 1I 
respectively belong to 8.75 and 10 mol. % of hydroquinone thecal
culation shows that 87 % oy weight of the total mass returns to 
the state of liquid H. The phenomenon is the more striking because 
the formation of the liquid crystals from g-G took place within a 
smaH temperature-interval (3.5°). The great ease with which mixed 
crystals undergo change when in tbe liquid crystalline condition 
renders it probable that tbc phenomenon will of ten present itself 
with mixtures in which substances of this kind occur. 

A condition is, of course, that the line EG must intersect the line 
CG, or exprE'ssed in the language ûfthe theory oftbe dilute solutions, 
that the depression of the melting point C by the ad mixture of the 
second substance, is suffi.ciently larger than the depression of the 
transition point E. Since, as far as is known, the heat of transform
ation at C is many times smaller than that at E (about 40 times 
in the case of azoxyanisol), therefore the molecular depression 

0.021'2 

q 

in which q represents that heat, wil! be much greater for point C 
than for point E, even when taking into consideration that in the 
calculation the concentration GIl must be taken in the first and PH 
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in tbe second case. The necessary condition for thé appearance of 
the phenomenon will, therefore, easIly be satisfied. 

The above phenomenon is one of retrograde solidifieation if 
we consider the liquid crysta!line condition as asolid. 

Fortunately another instanee has been found recently with mixed 
crystals which are soIid in the ordinary meaning of the word. 

Wlth the aid of my theory, H}1~YCOCK and NE"VILLE when inter
preting tbe results of their studies on the solidification pheno
IDena of alloys of copper and tin, have come to the conelusion 
that a mixture containing 27 atom % of tin whieh solidifies 
between 720o-b33° to homogenous mixed erystals, breaks up when 
the lower temperature is passed into thc solid compound Ous Sn 
(25 at. % of Sn) and a Iiquid containing 42 at % of Sn. Oalcu
lation shows that a maximum of 6.5 % by weight may again become 
Iiquid below 633°. Wbether this quantity of liquid metal would 
be visiblo bet ween tbe crystaIs is perhaps doubtful. As the inter- I 

pretation in question was only brought to light af ter the experiments 
were finished, it could only be proved by a microscopical examination 
of ths completely solidified mass, that at 6330 a partialliquefaction 
of the previously soIid mixed crystals had taken plaee. 

The theory of phases has here again expJained the exact connection 
and there is no doubt that the liqueüctlOn of bmary mixtures hy 
cooling is not an extremely rare phenomenon. 

Geology. - "STARING and \the coal-question of Soutlzern Lim/Jlwg." 
By Prof. J. L. C. SCElROEDER VAN DER KOLK. 

(Communicated lil the meeting of Mnrch 29, 1902). 

Lately the coaI-fields of Southern Limburg have repeatedly been 
discussed, also in the report of the Royal mining commission, 
instituted April 17th 1899. 

The nc1me of STARING is bowever invariably omittea, ana the 
resuIt of his researches simply laid aside. Therefore I wish to point 
ou tl in this paper, the extent of all that was known to STARING, 
aIrec1dy fuIl forty years ago. I wish to do so, not only from a 
feeling of justice towards STARING, for much that now seems new 
to us, was already known to him, but also because to my opinion, 
his knowledge may be of use to us, even now. 

The prinoipal object of this paper is, olearly to bring out STARING'S 
standard of knowiedge, at the time, so I shall almost exlusively 
make usa of bis statements. I borrow those statements from: Plate 


